To the extent that investors diversify internationally, large-cap stocks receive the dominant share of fund allocation. Increasingly, however, returns to large-cap stocks or stock market indices tend to comove, mitigating the benefits from international diversification. In contrast, stocks of locally oriented, small companies do not exhibit the same tendency. In this paper, we assess the potential of small-cap stocks as a vehicle for international portfolio diversification during the period 1980-1999. We show that the extra gains from the augmented diversification with small-cap funds are statistically significant for both in-sample and out-of-sample periods and remain robust to the consideration of market frictions.
I. Introduction
Since the classic studies of Grubel (1968) , Levy and Sarnat (1970) , and Solnik (1974) , numerous papers have documented the gains from international portfolio diversification. They show that the gains from international diversification stem mostly from the relatively low correlation among international securities when compared to domestic securities. Further, previous studies, for example, Heston and Rouwenhorst (1994) and Griffin and Karolyi (1998) , show that industrial structure explains relatively little of the cross-country difference in stock market volatility, and that the low international correlation is mostly due to country-specific sources of return variation. Also, they show that the dominance of country factors in international returns is robust to differing definitions of industry classifications. Relatively low international correlations, together with the gradual liberalization of capital markets, are indeed responsible for the rising volume of cross-border investments and the proliferation of international mutual funds both in the U.S. and abroad.
As international capital markets become more integrated, however, stock market correlations have risen, diminishing the potential gains from international diversification. Longin and Solnik (1995) , for example, document that international correlations among stock market indices have indeed increased over the 30-year period 1960 -1990 . Goetzmann, Li, and Rouwenhorst (2005 also show that international correlations tend to be higher during periods of higher economic and financial integration. Higher international correlations observed in recent years clearly cast doubt on the strength and validity of the case for international diversification argued by the classic studies. 1 To the extent that investors diversify internationally, large-cap stocks have received the dominant share of overseas investments. This large-cap bias is understandable as investors naturally gravitate toward well-known, large foreign companies that are highly visible and often multinational.
2 The large-cap bias is also reinforced by the fact that the majority of cross-listed stocks, a popular vehicle for international investment, are large-cap stocks.
3 As discussed by Foerster and Karolyi (1999) and others, companies often use the cross-listings of shares to enhance the level of investor recognition and expand the shareholder base. The large-cap bias is also broadly consistent with Huberman's (2001) proposition that familiarity breeds investment. In addition, those investors, especially institutional investors who track national stock market indices, may also contribute to the large-cap bias as the (value-weighted) market indices are dominated by large-cap stocks. 4 Similarly, in documenting the gains from international diversification, academic studies tend to use large-cap stocks or national stock market indices dominated by the former. The potential role of small-cap stocks in international diversification has received little attention in these studies.
As we show in this paper, the return-generating mechanisms for large-and small-cap stocks are quite different. Specifically, returns on large-cap stocks are substantially driven by common global factors. In contrast, returns on small-cap stocks are primarily driven by local and idiosyncratic factors. This difference in the return-generating mechanism is understandable considering that many largecap stocks tend to be those of multinational companies with a substantial foreign customer and investor base, whereas small-cap companies are likely to be more locally oriented with a limited international exposure. As a result, the gains from international diversification with large-cap stocks can be modest as their returns are substantially driven by common global factors. 5 However, the same skepticism may not be applicable to small-cap stocks as their returns are substantially generated by local and idiosyncratic factors. Thus, small-cap stocks can potentially be an effective vehicle for international diversification.
It is against this backdrop that investment companies in recent years have introduced small-cap oriented international mutual funds, allowing investors to diversify into foreign small-cap stocks without incurring excessive transaction costs. Many investment companies such as Fidelity, ING, Lazard, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, Oppenheimer, and Templeton currently offer small-cap oriented international mutual funds in the U.S. The recent advent of international smallcap funds is thus highly instructive and also suggests the unique role that smallcap stocks can play in global risk diversification. 6 Although there are currently about 70 small-cap oriented international mutual funds in the U.S., little is known about the potential of small-cap stocks as a vehicle for international diversification. 7 The current paper purports to fill this gap in the literature. Specifically, the purpose of this paper is to assess the potential benefits from international diversification with small-as well as large-cap stocks. We examine the issue from the perspective of a U.S. (or dollar-based) investor who has diversified internationally with MSCI country indices or large-cap stocks but desires to augment her investment with small-cap funds from major foreign countries. Our paper thus addresses the following question: Are there additional gains from international diversification with small-cap stocks? In this study, we consider 10 developed countries with relatively open capital markets-Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. Our sample comprises two countries from North America, three from Asia/Pacific, and five from Europe. It is noted that international investors do not face formal barriers to investing in stocks of these countries. For the sake of analytical tractability and consistency with industry practices, we form three market capitalization-based funds, i.e., large-, mid-, and small-cap funds, from each of our sample countries and use the risk-return characteristics of cap-based funds computed over the 20-year period 1980-1999. Our analysis in this paper comprises two parts. First, we examine the different return-generating mechanisms for cap-based funds, the correlation structure of cap-based funds, and their implications for international diversification. Second, we conduct the mean-variance analysis of international portfolio investment with cap-based funds.
The key findings of our paper can be summarized as follows. First, our mean-variance spanning tests show that international small-cap funds cannot be spanned by country stock market indices. Small-cap fund returns are driven primarily by local and idiosyncratic factors. As a result, small-cap funds have relatively low correlations not only with large-cap funds but also with each other. In contrast, large-cap funds tend to have relatively high correlations with each other, reflecting their common exposure to global factors. During our sample period, for instance, the correlation between the U.S. and the Netherlands large-cap funds is 0.61, whereas the correlation between small-cap funds from the two countries is only 0.17. Further, the correlation between the U.S. large-cap and the Netherlands small-cap funds is 0.21. This correlation structure suggests that large-cap funds are relatively similar, but small-cap funds are distinct from each other. Our simulations indeed show that a fully diversified international large-cap stock portfolio is about 9.2% as risky (measured by the portfolio variance) as a typical individual stock, but a fully diversified international large-and small-cap stock portfolio can further reduce the risk by about two-thirds. This result suggests that small-cap stocks can play an effective and unique role in global risk diversification.
Second, to assess the potential mean-variance efficiency gains from diversification with small-cap stocks, we solve for the optimal international portfolio using the historical risk-return characteristics of cap-based funds during the period 1980-1999. We consider the 10 MSCI country indices (proxies for large-cap funds), small-cap funds, and mid-cap funds for portfolio holdings. Without short sales for foreign stocks, a realistic restriction during much of our sample period, the optimal (tangency) portfolio consists of i) the U.S. market index and ii) international small-cap funds. It is noteworthy that neither foreign market indices nor mid-cap funds receive a positive weight in the optimal international portfolio during our sample period; neither does the U.S. small-cap fund. The optimal international portfolio augmented with small-cap funds has a Sharpe performance measure that is statistically significantly greater than that of the U.S. market index as well as that of the optimal portfolio only comprising MSCI country indices. Our findings remain robust to a realistic range of additional costs for investing in small-cap funds. Also, our findings remain robust so long as the accessibility of small-cap stocks is not severely constrained. By contrast, the optimal international portfolio only comprising MSCI country indices has a Sharpe measure that is insignificantly different from that of the U.S. market index during our sample period. Our key findings hold for in-sample as well as out-of-sample periods, regardless of whether we consider conditioning information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the data, fund design, and the risk-return characteristics of cap-based funds. Section III tests if small-cap funds can be spanned by country market indices or large-cap funds, investigates the return-generating mechanism for market cap-based funds, and assesses via simulations the capacity of small-cap stocks for global risk diversification. Section IV discusses optimal international allocation strategies with small-cap funds and evaluates the gains from employing such strategies. Sec-tion V provides robustness checks of our key findings. Lastly, Section VI offers concluding remarks.
II. Data, Fund Design, and Preliminary Analysis
Our dataset includes monthly stock prices and returns, the number of shares outstanding for exchange-listed companies, and MSCI stock market indices from the 10 major countries during the period January 1980-December 1999. There is a consensus among researchers that investors would not have faced major barriers to international investments during this period in the 10 developed countries we study. We obtain the firm level data from CRSP for U.S. firms and from Datastream for international firms. We obtain MSCI stock market indices from Datastream. In addition, we obtain the U.S. T-bill rate from CRSP and use it as a proxy for the risk-free interest rate. Our sample includes all U.S. firms listed on the NYSE, ASE, and Nasdaq and all foreign firms from each of the 10 countries for which Datastream provides the necessary data during our sample period.
We exclude non-common stocks, such as preferred stocks, REITs, and closedend funds, from our sample. In addition, we exclude those firms that are incorporated outside their home countries and those that are indicated by Datastream as duplicates. To filter out the recording errors embedded in Datastream, we treat the monthly holding period returns greater than 400% as missing values. Datastream maintains the historical data of delisted stocks in a separate inactive file. We consolidate both active and inactive stock files to avoid a survivorship bias in our data. In view of the practice that Datastream sets the return to a constant after a stock ceases trading, we accordingly change the constant value to a missing value in the inactive file.
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For the sake of both analytical tractability and consistency with industry practices, we form three market cap-based funds (CBFs), i.e., large-, mid-, and small-cap funds, from each of our sample countries. To form the CBFs, we rank all our sample firms in each country based on their market capitalization at the end of each year. We then form a large-cap fund with the top 20% of the largestcap stocks, a small-cap fund with the bottom 20% of the smallest-cap stocks, and a mid-cap fund with the rest of stocks in each country. Further, we use the relative market value for each stock to determine its weight in the fund. We thus form three cap-based, value-weighted index funds from each country. We then calculate the monthly (value-weighted) returns for each fund in terms of U.S. dollars. Because there are three funds from each of the 10 countries, we generate 8 Ince and Porter (2006) also find data problems in the Datastream U.S. dataset similar to what we find in our Datastream international dataset. Specifically, they compare the individual U.S. equity return data obtained from Datastream with those obtained from CRSP. They find that Datastream often mixes non-common stocks with common stocks, and firms incorporated inside the U.S. with those outside the U.S. Furthermore, Datastream maintains a constant return index value for delisted U.S. stocks even after they cease trading. Also, there are instances of data errors. They propose to drop delisted stocks from the sample following their delisting and screen out the non-common stocks and firms incorporated outside the U.S. when studying U.S. common equity returns. In addition, they suggest using 300% as the threshold for monthly return data and set any return above the threshold that is reversed within one month to missing. However, they caution that the threshold they selected is somewhat arbitrary and can be higher or lower in other markets. In general, our data screening process is in spirit similar to what Ince and Porter propose in their paper.
30 separate time series of monthly fund returns, in terms of U.S. dollars, over the 20-year period 1980-1999. CBFs are updated once a year based on the market capitalization of individual stocks at the end of the previous year.
9 Table 1 provides summary statistics for each of our sample CBFs. Specifically, Panel A of Table 1 provides the average number of stocks (No) comprising the fund, annualized mean (R) and standard deviation (σ) of returns, Sharpe ratio (SHP) for each CBF, and the fund's correlation with the (MSCI) U.S. market index (ρ US ). As Panel A shows, the large-(small-) cap fund includes, on average, 211 (200) stocks, whereas the mid-cap fund includes 629 stocks on average. The number of stocks included in individual funds varies greatly, however, reflecting the different size of stock markets across our sample countries. As can be expected, the U.S. funds include the most stocks and the Italian and Dutch funds the least.
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A few things are noteworthy from Panel A of Table 1 . First, in the majority of countries, the small-cap fund has a higher mean return than the large-cap fund, suggesting that the size premium exists in these countries. The small-cap premium is most pronounced in Canada and Australia. The U.S. and the Netherlands are the two exceptions to this; the mean return is a bit higher for the large-cap fund than for the small-cap fund in these countries. 11 In the majority of countries, the mid-cap fund has a lower mean return than its large-cap counterpart. This mid-cap discount is most pronounced in Germany, Hong Kong, and Italy. In Hong Kong (Italy), for example, the mean return is 22.1% (20.0%) for the large-cap fund and 16.0% (15.7%) for the mid-cap fund. In Germany, the mean return is 14.4% for large-cap, 11% for mid-cap, and 14.6% for small-cap funds. Large-and small-cap funds thus have practically the same mean returns in Germany, but the mid-cap fund has a significantly lower mean return. As shown in the last row of the panel, the cross-country average of mean returns is 16.6% for large-cap funds, 14.8% for mid-cap funds, and 21.1% for small-cap funds.
Second, with the exception of two countries, Germany and Italy, the smallcap fund has a greater return volatility than the large-cap fund. Among largecap funds, the U.S. fund has the lowest volatility. This is a familiar result often attributed to the fact that the U.S. has the largest stock market and the returns are computed in U.S. dollar terms. Among mid-cap funds, however, each of the three foreign funds, i.e., Canada, Germany, and the Netherlands, has a lower volatility than the U.S. fund. Among small-cap funds, both German and Dutch funds have lower volatilities than the U.S. fund. 9 We also attempted to form CBFs by first ranking all the sample firms globally based on their market capitalizations and then forming CBFs for each country. This approach, however, turns out to be impractical for a few reasons. First, only two countries, i.e., the U.S. and Japan, have large-cap funds based on the global ranking. Second, Griffin (2002) finds that country factors provide a more effective description of stock returns than global factors, suggesting that a country pooling approach, rather than a global pooling approach, would be appropriate for constructing CBFs. 10 To examine how the compositions of CBFs have evolved over time, we also report the number of constituent stocks for each CBF for several selected years in Appendix A. As can be expected, the number of constituent stocks for each sample fund has increased substantially over time.
11 Fama and French (1992) also found that the size premium in the U.S. has become weaker in recent years. In fact, they document a negative and insignificant size premium during the period 1981-1990.
TABLE 1
Market Cap-Based Funds: Risk-Return Characteristics Panel A reports the average number of securities (No.), annualized mean return (R), annualized standard deviation (σ), Sharpe ratio (SHP), and correlation with the U.S. MSCI country index (ρ US ) for each large-mid-, and small-cap fund. The sample period is from January 1980 to December 1999. The sample countries include 10 developed countries, i.e., Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. The riskfree interest rate is proxied by the U.S. T-bill rate averaged over the sample period, which is 0.554% per month. At the beginning of each year, from 1980 to 1999, we rank all firms in each country based on their market capitalization values measured at the end of the previous year. Then, we form three cap-based funds for each country: large-, mid-, and small-cap funds. The large-cap fund consists of the 20% of securities with the largest market capitalization values; the small-cap fund consists of the 20% of stocks with the smallest capitalization values; the mid-cap fund contains the rest of the securities. During the year, we calculate each portfolio's monthly value-weighted return. A firm's weight in the portfolio is proportional to its market capitalization value at the end of the previous month. Panel B reports the average correlations among cap-based funds, using monthly, quarterly, and annual return data. The numbers within the upper triangle are intra-country correlations, while the others are intercountry correlations. Third, in every country, the large-cap fund has the highest correlation with the U.S. and the small-cap fund the lowest, with the mid-cap fund falling in between. Using Canada, for example, the correlation with the (MSCI) U.S. market index is 0.71 for the large-cap fund, 0.58 for the mid-cap fund, and 0.45 for the small-cap fund.
Lastly, the Sharpe performance measures (SHP) indicate that in the majority of countries, the small-cap fund outperforms both the mid-and large-cap funds. The cross-country average Sharpe ratio is 0.46 for large-cap funds, 0.38 for midcap funds, and 0.57 for small-cap funds. The U.S. fund has the best performance among all large-cap funds, but it is the second worst performing fund among all small-cap funds. In contrast, the Canadian fund is the second worst performing fund among all large-cap funds, but it is the best performing fund among all smallcap funds. The national fund performance ranking varies greatly across marketcap classes. Table 1 reports the average inter-and intra-category correlations among sample CBFs computed from the full correlation matrix over the 20-year period 1980-1999. If small-cap stocks are thinly traded, the correlations computed with monthly returns may result in an understatement of the true magnitude of correlations for small-cap funds. To alleviate this concern, we compute and present the average correlations using monthly, quarterly, and annual returns in Panel B.
Panel B of
12,13 Domestic (international) correlations are provided in the upper (lower) triangle. For brevity, we provide the full correlation matrix in Appendix B.
Overall, Panel B of Table 1 suggests that correlations among stocks are strongly influenced by both the country and market-cap classifications. When monthly returns are used, the average international correlation is 0.44 among large-cap funds, 0.39 among mid-cap funds, and 0.27 among small-cap funds. The intra-category correlation decreases as the market-cap decreases.
14 Further, the average international correlation of small-cap funds is 0.30 with large-cap funds and 0.31 with mid-cap funds. When quarterly (annual) returns are used, the average international correlation is 0.47 (0.54) among large-cap funds, 0.40 (0.45) among mid-cap funds, and 0.28 (0.34) among small-cap funds. On the other hand, the average international correlation of small-cap funds is 0.32 (0.40) with largecap funds and 0.33 (0.38) with mid-cap funds. When quarterly or annual returns are used, the average correlations tend to go up to a certain extent, but the relative correlations among market cap-based funds remain qualitatively unchanged. Considering that the correlations among CBFs computed at the quarterly or annual frequency exhibit a pattern that is qualitatively similar to those computed at the monthly frequency, one can be reasonably confident that the possibility of infrequent trading of small-cap stocks may not be the main driver for the pattern of 12 Appendix C provides the first-order autocorrelation for each CBF at the monthly, quarterly, and annual frequency. At the monthly frequency, none of the large-cap funds shows a significant autocorrelation, but half of the mid-cap and all but one small-cap funds exhibit a significant first-order autocorrelation. The positive autocorrelations of small-cap stocks could be due to infrequent trading and momentum trading. At the quarterly frequency, however, small-cap funds do not show significant autocorrelations, with the exceptions of the Australian and Dutch funds. None of the mid-cap funds shows a significant autocorrelation at the quarterly frequency, but one large-cap fund, that of Hong Kong, shows a significant, negative autocorrelation. At the annual frequency, only one small-, one mid-, and two large-cap funds exhibit a significant autocorrelation. 13 To gauge the effect of the infrequent trading problem on the correlation structure, we also examine the cross-autocorrelations among cap-based funds at the monthly, quarterly, and annual frequencies. The results for the cross-autocorrelations show that the average within-(inter-) country cross-autocorrelations between small-cap fund returns and lagged large-cap fund returns are 0.17 (0.10), 0.13 (0.07), and 0.02 (−0.03), respectively, at the monthly, quarterly, and annual frequency. Across the 10 countries, 70% (41%), 20% (9%), and 10% (3%) of the within-(inter-) country cross-autocorrelations between small-cap fund returns and lagged large-cap fund returns are significantly positive at the monthly, quarterly, and annual frequency, respectively. Hence, the crossautocorrelations also suggest that the infrequent trading problem is more obvious at the monthly frequency, but much less so at the quarterly and annual frequency.
14 To further examine this correlation structure, we construct the cumulative distribution function of correlation for each fund category. The resulting distribution functions show that the probability of observing a particular correlation or lower is always higher for small-cap funds than for either midor large-cap funds. In fact, there is a first-order stochastic dominance of the distribution of small-cap fund correlation over those of mid-and large-cap fund correlations. The Davidson and Duclos (2000) test indicates that the reported stochastic dominance is statistically significant. correlations among CBFs. In the following sections, we use monthly return data to conduct our analysis.
The correlation structure presented in Panel B of Table 1 clearly shows that small-cap funds have relatively low correlations not only with large-and mid-cap funds but also with each other. This correlation structure suggests that in terms of reducing the portfolio risk, international diversification is likely to be more effective with a combination of small-and large-cap stocks than with large-cap stocks alone.
Panel B of Table 1 also shows that when monthly returns are used, the average domestic (i.e., same country) correlation is 0.87 between the large-and midcap funds, 0.66 between the large-and small-cap funds, and 0.83 between the mid-and small-cap funds. In comparison, the average international correlation is 0.39 between the large-and mid-cap funds, 0.30 between the large-and small-cap funds, and 0.31 between the mid-and small-cap funds. The marked difference in domestic versus international correlations among CBFs, observed regardless of return frequency, implies that domestic cross-cap diversification would be less effective than international cross-cap diversification in reducing the portfolio risk.
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III. Mean-Variance Spanning Tests: Are Small-Caps Different?
In this section, we formally check if small-cap funds can be spanned by the MSCI country indices, examine the return-generating mechanism for market capbased funds (CBFs) and their risk-return characteristics, and perform simulations to assess the capacity of small-caps for risk diversification. Although small-cap funds have relatively low pair-wise correlations with large-cap funds or country indices, the former may still be spanned collectively by the latter. If so, small-cap funds are redundant in the portfolio context and thus the additional gains from international diversification with small-caps will be insignificant. If the spanning is rejected, on the other hand, small-cap funds can potentially play an important role in enhancing the gains from international diversification.
A. Are Small-Cap Funds Spanned by MSCI Country Indices?
Following Huberman and Kandel (1987) , we check if small-cap funds can be spanned by MSCI country indices by regressing the new asset (each CBF) on the benchmark assets (10 MSCI country indices) as follows:
where R i is the return on the small-cap fund from the i-th country, MSCI AU (MSCI US ) denotes the return on the MSCI Australia (U.S.) country index, α i is the estimated regression intercept for the small-cap fund, and β
is the estimated regression coefficient associated with MSCI AU (MSCI US ) for the fund. The null hypothesis of spanning is equivalent to the joint hypothesis that α is equal to zero and the sum of βs is equal to one:
When there is only one new asset, as is the case with our analysis, the exact distribution of the likelihood ratio test under the null hypothesis is given by:
where V denotes the ratio of the determinant of the maximum likelihood estimator of the error covariance matrix for the unrestricted model (no spanning) to that of the restricted model (spanning), T is the number of observations, and K is the number of benchmark assets. The test statistic follows an F distribution with a (2, Table 2 reports the Huberman-Kandel mean-variance spanning test results for small-cap funds from each of the 10 countries. As the table shows, the spanning hypothesis is rejected for Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, and the U.K. at the 1% level of significance, and for Australia and Italy at the 5% level. For the U.S., the spanning hypothesis is rejected at the 10% level. For Hong Kong, spanning cannot be rejected at the usual significance levels. 17 The spanning test results confirm that small-cap funds are indeed unique and investors may benefit from adding small-cap funds to their portfolio of country indices.
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Also noteworthy from Table 2 is the fact that all of the small-cap funds have a significant and positive beta coefficient with respect to their own home country market index but rarely with respect to foreign market indices. It is also interesting to note that with the sole exception of Canada, each foreign small-cap fund has a negative beta against the U.S. country index. Table 2 further shows that the estimated alphas are all significantly different from zero, with the exception of Hong Kong and the U.S.
B. Return-Generating Mechanism for CBFs
To better understand the return behavior of market-cap sorted stocks, we estimate the extent to which returns on cap-based funds (CBFs) are driven by global and country factors. To this end, we employ a simple two-factor model to 16 For the derivation of equation (2), readers are referred to Kan and Zhou (2001) , where the authors also offer an extensive discussion of the exact distribution and the power analysis of regression-based mean-variance spanning and intersection tests for the case of normally distributed returns. In addition, they discuss the robustness of these tests to non-normality assumptions.
17 When we form the Hong Kong small-cap fund from the smallest 10% of companies, the spanning hypothesis is rejected at the 10% level. 18 As a robustness check, we replicate the spanning test using quarterly data. The qualitative results remain unchanged.
TABLE 2
Mean-Variance Spanning Tests for Small-Cap Funds Table 2 reports the results of the Huberman-Kandel mean-variance spanning test on the returns of the small-cap fund from each country. The sample consists of portfolios from 10 developed countries, i.e., Australia (AU), Canada (CN), France (FR), Germany (GE), Hong Kong (HK), Italy (IT), Japan (JP), the Netherlands (NE), the U.K. (UK), and the U.S. (US). At the beginning of each year, from 1980 to 1999, we rank all firms in each country based on their market capitalization values measured at the end of the previous year. Then, we form three cap-based funds for each country: large-, mid-, and small-cap funds. The large-cap fund consists of the 20% of stocks with the largest market capitalization values; the small-cap fund consists of the 20% of stocks with the smallest capitalization values; the mid-cap fund includes the rest of the stocks. During the year, we calculate each portfolio's value-weighted monthly return. A firm's weight in the portfolio is proportional to its market capitalization value at the end of the previous month. To investigate whether investors could expand their mean-variance efficient frontier by investing in small-cap funds, we use MSCI country indices as the benchmark assets. Then, we conduct the spanning test on each small-cap fund. Specifically, we run the OLS regression:
where R denotes the return of the small-cap fund, MSCI . . . , or US. **, *, and # denote the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively. The last two columns of the table report the F -statistic and p-value for the spanning test with the null hypothesis that the small-cap fund is spanned by the 10 MSCI country indices, which is equivalent to the joint hypothesis that α is equal to zero and the sum of βs is equal to one. estimate the global and country betas for each CBF. Specifically, we estimate the global and country betas as follows:
where R ij is the return on the j-th fund from the i-th country, R W is the return on the MSCI world index, a proxy for the return on the global market portfolio, R C i is the portion of country i's national stock market index return that is uncorrelated to the return on the global market portfolio; it is the residual from regressing the MSCI stock market index return for country i on the MSCI world market index return. The coefficients β W ij and β C ij in equation (3) denote the global beta and orthogonalized country beta for the j-th CBF from the i-th country, respectively. They measure the sensitivities of returns on CBFs to the global and country-specific factors.
Once the global and country betas are estimated, we can decompose a CBF's return variance into the following three components: i) the proportion of the variance attributable to the global factor, ii) the proportion attributable to the country factor, and iii) the idiosyncratic risk of the fund, unrelated to either the global or country factor. Stated algebraically, we decompose var(R ij ) as follows:
We then calculate i), ii), and iii) as follows:
, and iii) idiosyncratic factor proportion = var(ε ij )/var(R ij ). Table 3 presents the estimates of the global and country betas and the idiosyncratic risk measures in Panel A and the variance decompositions in Panel B. Several things are noteworthy. First, regardless of the originating country and market-cap categories, each CBF in our sample has statistically significant global and country beta measures, attesting to the pervasive influences of global and country factors. However, in every country, the large-cap fund has higher global and country betas than the small-cap fund, with the mid-cap fund generally falling in between. In the case of the Netherlands, for example, the global (country) beta is 0.87 (0.85) for the large-cap fund, 0.72 (0.72) for the mid-cap fund, and 0.53 (0.53) for the small-cap fund. For the U.S., the global (country) beta is 0.84 (0.99) for the large-cap fund, 0.90 (0.92) for the mid-cap fund, and 0.70 (0.75) for the small-cap fund.
As the last rows of Panel A show, the sample average global (country) beta is 0.95 (0.97) for the large-cap funds, 0.82 (0.82) for the mid-cap funds, and 0.72 (0.71) for the small-cap funds. In contrast, the sample average idiosyncratic risk measure, σ(ε), is 0.011 for the large-cap funds, 0.032 for the mid-cap funds, and 0.055 for the small-cap funds. Compared with the large-and mid-cap funds, the small-cap funds are clearly driven much less by the world and country factors and much more by their own idiosyncratic factors. Consistent with this pattern, the adjusted R 2 declines sharply as the market cap of the fund declines. On average, the adjusted R 2 is 0.970 for the large-cap funds, 0.724 for the mid-cap funds, and 0.415 for the small-cap funds. Table 3 provides the results from estimating the two-factor regression equation and variance decomposition for international cap-based funds. In particular, at the beginning of each year, from 1980 to 1999, we rank all firms in each country based on their market capitalization values measured at the end of the previous year. Then, we form three cap-based funds for each country: large-, mid-, and small-cap funds. The large-cap fund consists of the 20% of stocks with the largest market capitalization values; the small-cap fund comprises the 20% of stocks with the smallest capitalization values; and the mid-cap fund includes the rest of the stocks. During the year, we calculate each portfolio's value-weighted monthly return. A firm's weight in the portfolio is proportional to its market capitalization value at the end of the previous month. Panel A provides the estimation results of the two-factor regression equation:
where i = AU, CN, . . . , US, j = large-, mid-, or small-cap fund, R W is the returns on the MSCI world market index, and R C i is the residual obtained from regressing country i's stock market index return on R W . σ(ε) and Adj-R 2 denote the standard deviation of the regression error and the adjusted R 2 of the regression, respectively. Panel B provides the decomposition of the variance [var(R)] of each cap-based fund into three components: i) the proportion of the variance attributable to the volatility of the world portfolio, ii) the proportion attributable to the volatility of the country portfolio, and iii) the idiosyncratic variance or the variance attributable to the fund itself. The variance decompositions presented in Panel B of Table 3 show, among other things, that idiosyncratic factors often account for more than 50% of the small-cap fund variance but less than 5% of the large-cap fund variance. Again, using the Netherlands as an example, the global (country) factor accounts for 58.3% (37.9%) of the total variance of the large-cap fund, 35.9% (24.2%) for the mid-cap fund, and 17.2% (11.4%) for the small-cap fund. This means that the idiosyncratic factor accounts for 71.4% of the variance of the small-cap fund, 39.9% of the mid-cap fund, and only 3.8% of the large-cap fund. Similarly for the U.S., the idiosyncratic factor accounts for 69.3% of the variance of the small-cap fund, 33.9% of the mid-cap fund, and only 1.6% of the large-cap fund. As the last three rows of Panel B show, the idiosyncratic risk accounts, on average, for 3% of the variance of the large-cap funds, 27.3% of the mid-cap funds, and 58% of the small-cap funds. Clearly, compared with large-cap funds, small-cap funds are driven more by idiosyncratic factors than global factors.
C. Risk Diversification with Small-Cap Stocks
The preceding analyses strongly suggest that small-cap stocks can be an effective vehicle for global risk diversification. To assess this potential, we perform an experiment that is similar to Solnik (1974) . Specifically, we examine how the portfolio variance is reduced as we add more stocks to the portfolio during the simulation period January 1995-December 1999. Due to the limited number of eligible sample stocks, we perform the simulation for the subperiod 1995-1999. We consider three diversification strategies: diversification across i) U.S. large-cap stocks, ii) international large-cap stocks, and iii) international large-and small-cap stocks.
For our simulation, we only consider those stocks whose size membership does not change and for which there are no missing data for the entire simulation period. For U.S. large-cap diversification, we randomly pick 300 stocks from a pool of eligible U.S. large-cap stocks satisfying our criteria. We then randomly and repeatedly draw stocks with replacement from these 300 stocks to form equal-weighted portfolios with different numbers of stocks. The average portfolio variance is computed from 500 replications. Similar methods are applied to international diversification strategies to compute the average portfolio variance with different numbers of stocks. For the international large-cap diversification strategy, we consider the 300 U.S. large-cap stocks (used for U.S. diversification) plus 600 foreign large-cap stocks. The latter comprise 50 Australian, 50 Canadian, 65 French, 65 German, 50 Hong Kong, 37 Italian, 155 Japanese, 28 Dutch, and 100 U.K. stocks. The number of stocks chosen for each country roughly reflects its relative value share in the world market portfolio during the simulation period. Lastly, for international large-and small-cap diversification, we use 900 large-cap stocks, i.e., 300 U.S. and 600 foreign stocks, plus the entire universe of eligible small-cap stocks, which includes 31 Australian, 124 Canadian, 55 French, 86 German, 27 Hong Kong, 32 Italian, 134 Japanese, 17 Dutch, 53 U.K., and 268 U.S. stocks. The total number of eligible small-cap stocks is 827. Figure 1 plots the portfolio variance, expressed as a percentage of the variance of a typical (or average) individual stock, as a function of the number of stocks included in the portfolio. We plot the portfolio variances computed using monthly (quarterly) returns in Graph A (Graph B). As Graph A shows, where monthly returns are used, the variance of a fully diversified U.S. large-cap stock portfolio is 17.9% of the individual stock variance. On the other hand, the variance of a fully diversified international large-cap portfolio is 9.2% of the individual stock variance. This proportion is roughly comparable to the 11.7% for 
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Graph A (Graph B) of Figure 1 examines the relation between portfolio variance and international cap-based diversification at the monthly (quarterly) frequency. Each curve in the figure plots the portfolio variance, expressed as a percentage of the average variance of individual stocks, as a function of the number of securities included in the portfolio. The upper, middle, and lower curves plot the portfolio variance when investors diversify with U.S. large-cap stocks, with international large-cap stocks, and with international large-and small-cap stocks, respectively. The sample countries include Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. To conduct this analysis, we include only securities that have no missing observations during the period 1995-1999 and whose size memberships do not change over that period. With this criterion, we obtain a pool of eligible stocks that comprises 99 (31), 175 (124), 101 (55), 108 (86), 66 (27), 37 (32), 227 (134), 28 (17), 106 (53), and 771 (268) securities for the large-cap fund (smallcap fund) in Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S., respectively. To form U.S. large-cap portfolios, we first randomly draw 300 stocks from the 771 U.S. large-cap stocks. Then, we randomly and repeatedly draw stocks with replacement from these 300 stocks to form equal-weighted portfolios with a different number of securities. The average portfolio variance is calculated from 500 replications. Using a similar methodology, we conduct the experiment on international large-cap funds by first randomly drawing 50, 50, 65, 65, 50, 37, 155, 28 , and 100 securities from the large-cap funds of Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, and the U.K., respectively. Then, portfolios with different numbers of securities are constructed from the selected large-cap stocks in 10 countries. The average portfolio variance is again calculated based on 500 repetitions. International large-and small-cap portfolios are formed in a similar manner with stocks drawn from the previously selected international large-cap stocks and from the entire pool of eligible small-cap stocks. international diversification reported by Solnik (1974) . Lastly, the variance of a fully diversified international large-and small-cap stock portfolio is only about 3.4% of the individual stock variance. Graph B, constructed with quarterly returns, essentially shows the same pattern as Graph A, except that the systematic risk is a bit higher for each of the three diversification strategies. Clearly, our findings here confirm the previous finding that international diversification reduces the portfolio risk beyond what is possible with domestic stocks. Furthermore, our findings show that augmented international diversification with large-and small-cap stocks will be substantially more effective in reducing the portfolio risk than diversification with large-cap stocks alone.
IV. International Diversification with Cap-Based Funds
Our findings in the previous section strongly suggest that there will be additional gains in terms of further risk reduction when investors diversify with smallas well as large-cap stocks. In this section, we extend our analysis to examine if small-cap funds can enhance the mean-variance efficiency of international portfolios. First, we briefly describe the mean-variance intersection test for the portfolio efficiency gains and conduct an analysis of the benchmark case, i.e., international diversification with MSCI country indices, against which the augmented diversification strategies will be compared. We then solve for the compositions of optimal international portfolios considering CBFs as well as MSCI country indices, and estimate the additional mean-variance gains from international diversification with CBFs.
A. The Mean-Variance Intersection Test
To determine if the additional gains, in terms of mean-variance efficiency, from international diversification with CBFs are indeed significant, we must formally test the significance of the difference between the maximum Sharpe ratio attainable without CBFs and that attainable with CBFs. To do so, we employ the Sharpe ratio test proposed by Glen and Jorion (1993) . We consider both the cases in which short-sale constraints are imposed and those in which they are not. One of the advantages of the Glen-Jorion test is its ability to allow for a large number of new and benchmark assets.
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Following Glen and Jorion (1993) , we test the significance of the diversification benefit from adding new assets as follows:
19 Unlike the mean-variance spanning tests checking if the mean-variance frontier of the augmented assets (i.e., benchmark assets plus the new assets) coincides with the frontier of the benchmark assets only, the intersection tests performed here check if the two frontiers have one point in common, i.e., an intersection. For a given risk-free rate, the intersection hypothesis tests if the efficient frontier spanned by the augmented assets intersects with that spanned by the benchmark assets at the tangency point. For detailed discussions of this point, refer to de Roon and Nijman (2001). where T is the number of observations, K is the number of benchmark assets, N is the number of new assets, andθ 1 andθ 2 are the maximum Sharpe ratios attainable by the benchmark assets and augmented assets (benchmark assets plus new assets), respectively. When short sales are allowed, the test statistic follows an F distribution with (T − K − N, N) degree of freedom. When short-sale constraints are imposed, however, the test statistic follows an unknown distribution and should be approximated by simulation. We employ the same simulation methodology used by Glen and Jorion (1993) . 20 It is noted that the Sharpe ratio test is, in fact, a mean-variance intersection test. Testing whether the maximum Sharpe ratio attainable by benchmark assets is equal to that attainable by augmented assets is equivalent to testing whether the mean-variance frontier spanned by the benchmark assets intersects that spanned by the augmented assets at the tangency point, for the given level of the risk-free interest rate.
B. Diversification with Country Market Indices: The Benchmark Case
Because we are interested in assessing the additional gains from augmented international diversification with small-cap funds, it would be useful to first examine the benchmark case of diversification with country market indices. To that end, we provide basic parameter values for MSCI country stock market indices computed over our 20-year sample period and the composition of optimal international portfolios in Table 4 . As Table 4 shows, pair-wise stock market correlation ranges from 0.23 to 0.72, with an average of 0.44 during our sample period. The U.S. market has relatively low correlations with Japan (0.26) and Italy (0.27), and relatively high correlations with the U.K. (0.56), the Netherlands (0.60), and Canada (0.72). Neighboring markets tend to have relatively high correlations. For instance, the correlation is 0.67 for France-Germany, 0.69 for the Netherlands-U.K., and 0.72 for Canada-U.S. But there are many exceptions to this. Despite a substantial geographical distance, Canada and Australia have a relatively high correlation, 0.60, perhaps reflecting the similar resource-based economies. Despite the geographical proximity, Japan and Hong Kong have a relatively low correlation, 0.24. Similarly, the correlation is relatively low, 0.37, for Italy-U.K. Overall, Japan has the lowest average correlation, 0.29, with other markets and the Netherlands the highest, 0.54. This reflects the relatively insular nature of the Japanese economy and highly multinational nature of the Dutch economy, respectively.
During our 20-year sample period, the mean monthly return ranges from 1.01% for Canada to 1.81% for Hong Kong. The standard deviation of returns ranges from 4.29% for the U.S. to 9.74% for Hong Kong. Clearly, Hong Kong is a high risk and high return market. The world systematic risk (beta), on the other hand, ranges from 0.83 for the U.S. to 1.22 for Japan. The Sharpe performance 20 Specifically, we derive the expected return, variance, and covariance of both benchmark and new assets from historical data. Then, the expected returns of the new assets are so modified that the new assets are spanned by the benchmark assets. In particular, we modify the expected returns of the new assets to be proportional to their betas to the optimal risky portfolio of benchmark assets. Then, at each simulation experiment, we draw T random samples of joint returns from a multivariate normal distribution with those parameters. From these simulated returns, we solve the optimization problem and calculate the test statistic as before. The process is repeated 2,000 times and the 1%, 5%, and 10% critical values are documented. Table 4 reports optimal international portfolios comprising 10 Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) country Indices: MSCI Australia (AU), Canada (CN), France (FR), Germany (GE), Hong Kong (HK), Italy (IT), Japan (JP), and the Netherlands (NE), U.K. (UK), and U.S. (US) indices. The sample period is from January 1980 to December 1999. The risk-free interest rate is proxied by the U.S. T-bill rate averaged over the sample period, which is 0.554% per month. The table also reports the correlation matrix for the 10 country indices, and the mean return (R), standard deviation (σ), Sharpe ratio, and estimated world beta (β W ) for each of the 10 country indices, where index returns are measured at monthly frequency and are in dollar terms. The last two columns of the table provide the portfolio weights, mean return, standard deviation, and Sharpe ratio for the optimal portfolios comprising the MSCI indices, with and without short sales. The F -statistics (p-values) for testing whether the Sharpe ratio is significantly different from that of the MSCI U.S. index are reported in the last two rows. measures indicate that the U.S. is the best performing market, closely followed by the Netherlands. Other markets lag substantially behind the two best performing markets in terms of the risk-adjusted performance measure. Canada and Australia register the worst performances in terms of the Sharpe measure. The last two columns of Table 4 provide the compositions of optimal (tangency) international portfolios comprising the MSCI indices. When short sales are not allowed, the optimal portfolio is dominated by the U.S. and Dutch markets. Specifically, the optimal portfolio consists of investing 53.2% in the U.S., 34.5% in the Netherlands, 7.7% in Italy, 3.1% in Hong Kong, and 1.5% in Japan. We report the Sharpe ratio of the portfolio in the bottom panel of the table. In addition, we report the F-statistic and p-value for testing whether the Sharpe ratio of the optimal portfolio comprising the MSCI indices is significantly different from that of the MSCI U.S. index. The result shows that the Sharpe performance measure for the optimal international portfolio is 0.243, which is compared with 0.217 for the U.S. market index. As indicated by the F-statistic (p-value) provided in the last row of Table 4 , this difference in the Sharpe ratios is found to be statistically insignificant. This means that during our sample period U.S. investors could not have gained significantly from international diversification with country indices.
When short sales are allowed, the Canadian, French, and German markets receive negative weights in the optimal portfolio. The Sharpe ratio is a bit higher with short sales, 0.290. But again, it is statistically insignificantly different from that of the U.S. market index. This result is in contrast to the previous literature that tends to find significant gains from international diversification.
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C. The Optimal Global Asset Allocation
Given that significant gains might be achieved by diversification across international CBFs, we examine the optimal global asset allocation with MSCI country indices and CBFs in a Markowitz framework. In particular, we solve for the optimal international portfolio by maximizing the mean excess return per standard deviation of returns. As a proxy for the risk-free interest rate, we use the average one-month U.S. T-bill rate, 0.554%, over our sample period. The optimal portfolio is thus the one with the highest Sharpe ratio among all feasible portfolios.
We first solve for the optimal international portfolio with MSCI country indices and small-cap funds. The results are presented in Panel A of Table 5 . When short sales are not allowed, a realistic constraint in international investment, the optimal portfolio consists of investing 26% in the U.S. MSCI country index and 74% in eight foreign small-cap funds from Australia (1.2%), Canada (22.3%), Germany (10.8%), Hong Kong (4.5%), Italy (9%), Japan (12.5%), the Netherlands (2%), and the U.K. (11.7%). Only French and U.S. small-cap funds are excluded from the optimal portfolio. 22 Remarkably, no foreign MSCI country index receives any positive weight in the optimal portfolio. This particular composition of the optimal international portfolio implies that it is more desirable to combine foreign small-cap funds, rather than foreign market indices, with the U.S. market index to enhance the portfolio efficiency. The fact that eight out of 10 small-cap funds are included in the optimal portfolio reflects the relatively low correlations among these funds. The U.S. small-cap fund is excluded from the optimal portfolio due to a relatively high correlation with the U.S. market index as well as a modest return. France's small-cap fund is excluded from the optimal portfolio due to its relatively high correlations with other European small-cap funds, especially German and Dutch funds. When short sales are allowed, on the other hand, all foreign small-cap stocks as well as three MSCI country indices, i.e., Hong Kong, the Netherlands, and the U.S., receive positive weights in the optimal portfolio, whereas the U.S. small-cap fund and the remaining MSCI country indices receive negative weights.
At the bottom of Panel A in Table 5 , we report the mean, standard deviation, and the Sharpe ratio for the optimal international portfolio. The last two rows report the F-statistic and p-value for the null hypothesis that the maximum 21 The same result is found to hold for each subperiod, 1980-1989 and 1990-1999 , as well. In other words, the Sharpe ratio of the optimal benchmark portfolio (comprising MSCI country indices) is not statistically significantly different from that of the U.S. market index in both subperiods. 22 It was difficult to take a short position in foreign stocks during much of our sample period. In Hong Kong, for instance, investors were allowed to short a small number of large-cap stocks, but not small-cap stocks. In Japan, investors were required, until recently, to receive permission from the Ministry of Finance to short stocks. Even if short selling is allowed, it can be costly, especially for foreign investors. Refer to Bris, Goetzmann, and Zhu (2007) for a survey of short-sale constraint around the world. Table 5 reports the optimal international portfolios comprising small-cap (mid-cap) funds and MSCI country indices with short sales and without short sales. Panel C (Panel D) reports the optimal international portfolios comprising small-cap, mid-cap, and MSCI country indices (large-cap funds). We calculate the monthly returns of the small-, mid-, and large-cap funds and MSCI country indices for Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. from January 1980 to December 1999. To construct cap-based funds, at the beginning of each year, from 1980 to 1999, we rank all firms in each country based on their market capitalization values at the end of the previous year. The large-cap fund consists of the 20% of stocks with the largest market capitalization values, the small-cap fund consists of the 20% of stocks with the smallest capitalization values, and the mid-cap fund includes the rest of the stocks. During the year, we calculate each portfolio's value-weighted monthly returns. A firm's weight in the portfolio is proportional to its market capitalization value at the end of the previous month. The risk-free interest rate is proxied by the U.S. T-bill rate averaged over the sample period, which is 0.554% per month. The weights, mean return, standard deviation, and Sharpe ratio for each optimal portfolio are reported in the table. The F -statistic and p-value at the bottom of each panel test the null hypothesis that the maximum Sharpe ratio attainable with the augmented assets is the same as that attainable with the benchmark assets. The benchmark assets are the MSCI country indices for Panels A, B, and C, and are the large-cap funds for Panel D. Sharpe ratio attainable with augmented assets is the same as that attainable with the benchmark assets of 10 MSCI country indices. The optimal international portfolio without (with) short sales has a Sharpe ratio of 0.322 (0.464), which is statistically significantly greater than the Sharpe ratio for the optimal international portfolio comprising only MSCI country indices, 0.243 (0.290), with a p-value equal to 0.012 (0.044). Both an increased return and reduced risk contribute to the higher Sharpe ratio for the augmented international optimal portfolio. This means that the gains from the augmented international diversification with small-cap funds are significant. Figure 2 illustrates the preceding analysis. Note from Graph B of Figure 2 that several small-cap funds are located above the efficient frontier spanned by MSCI country indices.
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FIGURE 2
Efficient Frontiers of International Portfolios: The Effect of Small-Cap Funds
Graph A (Graph B) plots the frontiers when short sales are allowed (not allowed). The upper curve is the efficient frontier spanned by the augmented assets of MSCI-country indices and small-cap funds, whereas the lower curve is the efficient frontier spanned by MSCI-country indices only. The sample countries include Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. The dotted line in the graph connects the risk-free rate to the tangency portfolio. The square (round) dots in the graph denote the mean-standard deviation locations of the MSCI country indices (small-cap funds), denoted as AU, . . . , US (AU-S, . . . , US-S). Table 5 reports the composition of the optimal international portfolio for the case in which investors diversify across MSCI country indices and mid-cap funds. When short sales are not allowed, the U.S. country index receives a dominant weight (52.2%). In addition, country indices of the Netherlands, Hong Kong, and Italy receive positive weights. In contrast to the case of diversification with small-cap funds, only four mid-cap funds are included in the optimal portfolio, with a combined weight of 17.8%. The associated Sharpe ratio is 0.245, which is less than that attainable with small-cap funds and statistically insignificantly different from that attainable with MSCI country indices only. A similar situation prevails when short sales are allowed. Overall, the extra gains from the augmented international diversification with mid-cap funds are insignificant.
Next, we evaluate the additional gains from international diversification considering both small-and mid-cap funds simultaneously, in addition to MSCI country indices. Panel C of Table 5 provides detailed statistical results. Several interesting findings emerge from this exercise. First, when short sales are not allowed, mid-cap funds receive zero weights in the optimal portfolio, suggesting that midcap funds are redundant once investors hold country indices and small-cap funds. Second, the U.S. index is again the only country index receiving a positive weight in the optimal portfolio. Eight of the 10 small-cap funds receive positive weights; the U.S. and France are the exceptions. Third, because mid-cap funds are redundant, the maximum attainable Sharpe ratio by MSCI country indices, mid-, and small-cap funds is the same as that attainable by just MSCI country indices and small-cap funds. Fourth, when short sales are allowed, investors can significantly benefit from short selling mid-cap funds and thereby increase investments in small-cap funds and country indices. In the optimal portfolio, mid-cap funds receive a combined weight of −447%, small-cap funds 408%, and MSCI country indices 139%. These rather extreme investment weights stem from the assumption of unrestricted short sales. The optimal portfolio has a Sharpe ratio of 0.624, which is significantly higher than that for any other portfolio that we have considered so far. During our sample period, mid-cap funds only play a significant role in international investment as a shorting opportunity.
In Panel D of Table 5 , we conduct an experiment similar to that of Panel C, except that we replace the MSCI country indices with large-cap funds. Consistent with our prior results that MSCI indices comprise mostly large-cap stocks, we find that the results in Panel D are qualitatively similar to those in Panel C. For example, the Sharpe ratios for the optimal portfolios reported in Panels C and D are, respectively, 0.624 and 0.643. In addition, both Panels C and D show that when short sales are allowed, mid-cap funds as a whole receive a substantially negative weight, while many small-cap funds and large-cap/MSCI country indices receive positive weights. When short sales are not allowed, on the other hand, only small-cap funds and the U.S. market index are included in the optimal portfolio, while mid-cap funds and the rest of the countries' indices do not receive any positive weights. 23 23 We conduct a few more robustness tests on our results. We replicate the analysis of Table 5 for the 1980s and 1990s separately. We find that the gains from augmented diversification with small-cap funds are significant at the 5% level in both subperiods. Furthermore, we conduct the same test for each 10-year rolling window over our 20-year sample period, with the window moving forward by one month at a time. In total, we have 121 subperiods. We find that when short sales are (not) allowed, the gains from augmented diversification with small-cap funds are significant at the 10% level or better for 70 (115) of the 121 subperiods. These results further confirm the robustness of the key findings of our study. Table 6 provides a summary of the Sharpe ratio test results for eight sets of benchmark assets and new assets. Column 1 reports the benchmark assets and new assets considered in the test, with the former stated in the first row and the latter in the second row. Columns 2 and 3 report the maximum attainable Sharpe ratios for the benchmark and augmented assets, respectively, with short sales allowed. The test statistic (F-stat) is reported in Column 4, with the p-value in parentheses. Columns 5, 6, and 7 report the same set of statistics, but with no short-sale restrictions imposed. The simulated 1%, 5%, and 10% critical values are reported in the last three columns.
TABLE 6
Mean-Variance Intersection Tests for Internationally Diversified Portfolios: A Summary Table 6 reports the results of Sharpe ratio tests on internationally diversified portfolios comprising assets from MSCI country indices and international cap-based funds. The sample period is from January 1980 to December 1999. The sample countries include Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. We conduct the Sharpe ratio test on each of the eight pairs of benchmark assets and augmented assets (benchmark assets plus new assets) to examine whether the maximum Sharpe ratio attainable with the latter is significantly greater than that attainable with the former. Specifically, we calculate the following test statistic:
, whereθ 1 andθ 2 are the maximum Sharpe ratios attainable with benchmark assets and augmented assets, respectively, T is the number of observations, K is the number of benchmark assets, and N is the number of new assets. When shortsale constraints are not imposed, the test statistic follows an F distribution with (T − K − N, N) degrees of freedom. When short-sale constraints are imposed, the test statistic follows an unknown distribution and must be approximated by simulation. Column 1 reports the benchmark assets and new assets considered in the test, with the former stated in the first row and the latter in the second row. Columns 2 and 3 report the maximum attainable Sharpe ratios for the benchmark and augmented assets, respectively, with no restriction imposed. The test statistic (F -stat) is reported in Column 4, with the p-value in parentheses. Columns 5, 6, and 7 report the same set of statistics as those reported in Columns 2, 3, and 4, but with short-sale constraints imposed. The simulated 1%, 5%, and 10% critical values, based on 2,000 simulations, are reported in Columns 8, 9, and 10, respectively. The test results reported in Table 6 can be summarized as follows. First, investors who hold the U.S. market index do not benefit significantly by adding foreign country indices, regardless of whether short-sale constraints are imposed. Second, investors who hold the U.S. country index benefit significantly if they add foreign small-cap funds to their portfolio. The p-value derived from the simulated F-statistics shows that this result is robust to short-sale constraints. Third, investors who hold a well-diversified portfolio of international country indices benefit significantly by adding small-cap funds to their portfolio. This result is again robust to short-sale constraints. Fourth, investors who hold a well-diversified portfolio of country indices and small-cap funds benefit significantly from adding mid-cap funds to their portfolio only when short sales are allowed. Otherwise, there are no significant gains from adding mid-cap funds.
With Short Sales
V. Robustness Check and Discussion
In the preceding sections, we show that investors can significantly benefit from augmented international diversification with small-cap stocks. In this section, we check the robustness of this finding and also discuss a few related issues. In particular, we i) assess the gains from augmented diversification with conditioning information in both in-and out-of-sample periods, and ii) examine how our results are sensitive to a range of additional costs and portfolio constraints for small-cap stock investment.
A. Test of the Mean-Variance Intersection with Conditioning Information
Thus far, our tests of the mean-variance intersection are ex post in nature. Hansen and Richard (1987) point out the importance of the mean-variance efficiency test with conditioning information. While discussing the impact of omitting conditioning information, they prove that any return on the unconditional mean-variance frontier must also be on the conditional frontier, but the converse is not true. Similarly, MacKinlay (1995) and Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) also discuss how the conditioning information is important in testing mean-variance efficiency.
As the literature shows, for example, Harvey (1991) , several factors can be useful in predicting stock returns. The most commonly proposed factors are dividend yield, default premium, and term premium. In addition to the above factors, we also include the Fama-French factors and the momentum factor. We now incorporate information available from these factors to check the robustness of our results in both in-and out-of-sample periods.
de Roon and Nijman (2001) and de Roon, Nijman, and Werker (2003) derive an algorithm that can be applied to check the robustness of our results with conditioning information. In particular, they show that with the assumption of the existence of a risk-free rate, their unconditional test is equivalent to the Sharpe ratio test described by Glen and Jorion (1993) . More importantly, they show that conditional tests can yield quite different results from unconditional tests. We thus examine the robustness of our results with a set of instrumental variables. We use the seven factors mentioned above and conduct an experiment that is similar to the one described in de Roon et al. (2003) . 24 They show that the unconditional test can be performed by regressing the excess return of each of the new assets on the excess returns of all benchmark assets and test whether the regression intercepts are jointly zero. In the conditional test, the optimal portfolio weights of the benchmark assets and new assets depend not only on the historical mean return and variancecovariance matrix but also on the information available from the instruments. The conditional test involves regressing the excess return of each of the new assets (i.e., small-cap funds in our case) and their cross-products with the instruments on the excess returns of all benchmark assets (i.e., MSCI indices in our case) as well as their cross-products with the instruments. The rejection of the hypothesis that the regression intercepts are jointly zero would indicate a rejection of the null hypothesis that the mean-variance frontier spanned by the benchmark assets intersects that spanned by the augmented assets at the tangency point, for the given level of the risk-free interest rate.
In addition to in-sample tests, we also conduct out-of-sample tests. We use a five-year rolling window to generate a return series for both the unconditional and conditional optimal portfolios, considering only the benchmark assets. The optimal portfolio weights are determined using the past five years of data. The portfolio is then held for one month. This procedure is repeated each month on a five-year rolling basis, generating out-of-sample holding period returns for the optimal portfolio for months 61 through 240. The out-of-sample unconditional tests are carried out by first regressing the excess return of each of the new assets on the excess return of the unconditional optimal portfolio comprising benchmark assets and testing the hypothesis that the intercepts are jointly zero. The conditional test, on the other hand, requires regressing not only the excess return of each of the new assets, but also the cross-products of the former with the chosen instruments on the excess return of the conditional optimal portfolio. Table 7 reports the Wald statistics for unconditional and conditional tests in Panels A and B, respectively. The Wald statistic is calculated as T×λ var(λ ) −1λ , where T is the number of observations,λ is the estimated vector of regression intercept, and var(λ) is the variance-covariance matrix of the intercept estimates. The test statistic follows an asymptotically x 2 distribution, with the degree of freedom equal to the number of test assets plus the number of instruments if there are any. Panel A shows that, unconditionally, mean-variance investors benefit significantly from diversification with small-cap stocks. The Wald statistic is significant at the 1% level for both in-and out-of-sample tests. In Panel B, we describe the the previous year, and form winner and loser portfolios based on individual stocks' cumulative return in the past 2-12 months. The small-(large-) cap portfolio represents the 30% of stocks with the smallest (largest) market capitalization in the country. We calculate the SMB factor by subtracting the return of the large-cap portfolio from that of the small-cap portfolio. HML and momentum factors are constructed analogously except that the SMB and HML factors are updated once a year, while the momentum factor is updated every month. The dividend yield is obtained from Datastream, which represents the dividend yield on the Datastream country index. The term premium is the interest rate spread between the long-and short-term government bonds for each country, except for Hong Kong. Since the data on the long-term government bond is not available for Hong Kong for our sample period, we proxy its term premium by the U.S. term premium, which is the difference between the Treasury bond yield composite over 10 years and the three month T-bill auction average. In addition, since the default premium is generally not available in countries outside the U.S., we use the U.S. default premium-the difference between the yield on Moody's Baa-rated bonds and the yield on Moody's Aaa-rated bonds-for all sample countries in our analysis. instrument(s) used in the test in the first and fourth columns and report the Wald statistics for the in-sample (out-of-sample) tests in the second and fifth (third and sixth) columns. Superscripts **, *, and # denote the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively. In the conditional test, since the number of equations for estimation increases by a factor of 10 as we increase the number of instruments, we conduct the test using at most two instruments at a time. The results show that the gains from augmented diversification with small-cap funds are robust to the incorporation of conditioning information. When only one instrumental variable is used, the result is significant at the 1% level in all cases, with the sole exception of the out-of-sample test with the momentum factor. But when additional information is used together with the momentum factor, the results are significant at least at the 10% level. Again, the results are all significant at the 1% level when other pairs of instrumental variables are used.
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TABLE 7
Mean-Variance Intersection Tests with Conditioning Information Table 7 reports the in-and out-of-sample results for mean-variance intersection tests with conditioning information. For completeness, the unconditional test results are also reported. In conditional tests, we use seven instruments to predict returns for both the benchmark portfolio, which comprises only MSCI country indices, and the augmented portfolio, which comprises MSCI country indices and small-cap funds. The seven instruments are lagged one-month own country market returns, SMB, HML, and momentum factors, default premium, dividend yield, and term premium. All the instruments are country specific except the default premium. Since the default premium is generally not available for countries other than the U.S., we use the U.S. default premium instead for all countries. The sample covers Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. over the period January 1980 to December 1999. As we increase the number of instruments used in the test, the number of equations to be estimated multiplies by a factor of 10. Hence, we limit the number of instruments to at most two at a time in our empirical tests. Wald statistics for both in-and out-of-sample tests are reported, where superscripts **, *, and # denote the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively, testing for the null hypothesis that mean-variance investors cannot improve their portfolio efficiency by adding small-cap funds into their portfolios. 
B. Effects of Additional Costs and Portfolio Constraints for Small-Cap Stocks
So far, we have assumed that investors do not face any extra costs or constraints when they invest in small-cap funds. In reality, however, investors may face higher transaction costs or constrained access to small-cap funds. It is thus important to examine how these constraining factors may affect the gains from international diversification with small-cap stocks.
Effect of Additional Costs
If investors incur excessive transaction costs, the extra gains from international diversification with small-cap stocks can be illusory. To examine this issue, we compare the actual trading costs of small-versus large-cap stocks. In an extensive study of trading costs in 37 countries, Chiyachantana, Jain, Jiang, and Wood (2004) document that the difference in one-way trading costs between small-and large-cap stocks averages 0.55% to 0.64% based on the 2001 institutional transaction data, considering both explicit commission costs and implicit price impact costs. In addition, they show that trading costs have been steadily declining over time. Their finding suggests that for 100% annual turnover, for instance, the additional trading costs for small-caps can be as high as 1.10%-1.28%. For passively managed index-style funds with lower turnover ratios, the additional trading costs will be less than the range. 26 The additional costs will be even lower for investors who pursue buy and hold strategies.
For individual investors who use mutual funds for diversification, expense ratios are an important component of investment costs. It would thus be instructive to examine the expense ratios of existing mutual funds. To that end, we examine the CRSP mutual fund database that covers all U.S.-based mutual funds and that is free from survivorship bias. We find that during the period 1992-1999, the average expense ratio is 1.94% for small-cap oriented international funds (as classified by Strategic Insight) and 1.84% for the rest of the international funds. Thus, expense ratios can be higher for small-than for large-cap funds but the difference does not appear to be significant.
To assess the effect of additional costs for investing in small-cap stocks, we impose what amounts to a proportional tax on small-cap funds at the end of each year. In our empirical experiment, we reduce the market value of small-cap funds by a certain percentage at the end of each year to reflect the proportional tax imposed on the funds. As with Stulz (1981) , this tax is meant to broadly capture whatever additional cost investors may face when they invest in small-cap stocks. We then solve for the optimal international portfolio comprising country market indices (with no costs) and small-cap funds (with proportional costs) with shortsale restrictions, and examine the portfolio efficiency. We repeat this analysis using different levels of additional costs for small-cap funds during our sample period. The results are provided in Table 8 . Table 8 examines the effects of transaction costs and accessibility constraints on the benefits of international diversification with small-cap funds. In Panel A, we impose transaction costs on small-cap funds, but not on MSCI country indices. The transaction costs we impose represent the additional transaction costs associated with the investment in small-cap funds relative to county indices. Column 1 reports the additional annualized transaction cost that we impose on each small-cap fund, assuming 100% annual rebalancing. Columns 2 and 3 report the optimal portfolio weights for MSCI country indices and small-cap funds, respectively. The Sharpe ratio for the optimal portfolio is reported in Column 4, while Column 5 reports the extra return a U.S. investor could receive if she, given the domestic risk level, invests in the augmented portfolio as opposed to the U.S. domestic country index. Panel B reports the results with constraints on the portfolio weights of smallcap funds, where the first column reports the maximum portfolio weight for each small-cap fund. Columns 2-5 report a set of statistics similar to those in Panel A. When solving for the optimal portfolio, we assume the risk-free interest rate is proxied by the U.S. T-bill rate averaged over the sample period, which is 0.554%.per month. We also assume that short sales are prohibited. Superscripts **, *, and # denote the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively, testing for the null hypothesis that the maximum Sharpe ratio attainable with the augmented assets, which include MSCI country indices and small-cap funds, is the same as that attainable with the benchmark assets, which include only MSCI country indices. The reported significance level is based on 2,000 simulations. Panel A of Table 8 shows different levels of proportional (additional) tax or cost per annum for small-cap funds in the first column. For each level of additional cost for small-cap funds, the table provides the optimal portfolio weights for the small-cap funds versus country market indices, the Sharpe ratio of the optimal augmented portfolio, and the extra percentage return per annum on the augmented portfolio over the U.S. market index at the U.S.-equivalent risk level. This extra return is computed as the difference in the Sharpe ratio between the optimal augmented international portfolio and the U.S. market index, multiplied by the standard deviation of the U.S. market index returns.
As the additional transaction costs for small-cap funds increase, Panel A of Table 8 shows that the optimal portfolio weights allocated to small-cap funds continue to fall; so does the Sharpe ratio of the optimal portfolio. At an additional cost of 1.5% (3%) per annum, for instance, the small-cap funds receive a 63% (53.3%) weight in the optimal portfolio as opposed to a 74% weight at no additional cost. 27 At the same time, the Sharpe ratio declines from 0.322 with zero transaction costs to 0.303 (0.285). When the extra transaction costs are 3.5% per annum, the small-cap funds and MSCI country indices receive approximately equal weights in the optimal portfolio. This implies that unless the extra costs for small-caps are excessive, small-cap funds will receive significant weights in the optimal portfolio. Small-cap funds receive zero weight in the optimal portfolio once the transaction cost reaches 12% per annum. The relation between portfolio weights and the extra costs for small-cap funds is illustrated in Graph A of Figure 3 . Optimal Portfolio Weights for Small-Cap Funds-Considering Transaction Costs and Accessibility Constraints
Graphs A and B of Figure 3 plot the weights assigned to international small-cap funds (solid curve) and MSCI country indices (dotted curve) in the optimal portfolio, where Graph A imposes different levels of annualized transaction costs on the former but not the latter and Graph B restricts the maximum portfolio weight of each small-cap fund at a certain level, but imposes no such restrictions on the weights of MSCI-country indices. The transaction costs imposed represent the differential transaction costs between small-cap funds and county indices. The sample countries include Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. The sample period is from January 1980 to December 1999. Table 5 , the sum of small-cap weights is equal to 74%.
Panel A of Table 8 also shows that the gains from augmented international diversification with small-cap funds remain statistically significant as long as the additional transaction costs do not exceed 2% per annum. In view of the finding reported by Chiyachantana et al. (2004) , the difference in trading costs between small and large international stocks is not likely to exceed 2% per annum unless the turnover exceeds 150%. Overall, the additional gains from augmented diversification with small-cap funds may remain significant unless the additional transaction costs are excessive.
The last column of Panel A in Table 8 provides the extra return accruing to the augmented optimal international portfolio above the return to the U.S. market index at the U.S. equivalent risk level. The extra return is 5.41% per annum when there are no additional costs for small-cap funds. The extra return declines to 4.74% (4.11%) at an additional transaction cost of 1% (2%). Even if the additional transaction cost exceeds the 2% level, investors continue to optimally allocate substantial weights to the small-cap funds. At an additional cost of 3.5%, for example, investors still allocate a 50% weight to the small-cap funds and reap an extra return of 3.22% per annum at the U.S. equivalent risk level, as opposed to an extra return of 1.36% when the optimal portfolio is exclusively comprised of MSCI country indices. Thus, there can be continuous economic gains although they may not be statistically significant. However, it is important to control transaction costs to maximize the extra gains from investing in small-cap funds.
Effect of Constrained Accessibility
As Kho, Stulz, and Warnock (2006) show, a substantial portion of shares around the world are closely held and thus not really available for outside investors. To estimate the extent of the accessibility constraint for the cap-based funds in our 10 sample countries, we employ the same method and dataset (i.e., Worldscope data) used by Kho et al. (2006) to investigate the percentage of closely held shares for large-, mid-, and small-cap stocks. We find that during our sample period, 42% of large-, 47% of mid-, and 51% of small-cap stocks are closely held, on average. The result thus indicates that, in general, investors face a more stringent accessibility constraint on small-than on large-cap stocks.
To gauge the effect of constrained accessibility, we impose constraints on the maximum portfolio weight allocated to any one small-cap fund and solve for the constrained optimal portfolio weights. We then compute the associated gains from diversification with small-cap funds under different levels of constraints.
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Panel B of Table 8 provides the results. 28 We are not able to impose different constraints on small-cap funds from different countries because Worldscope provides a very limited coverage for small-cap stocks in some of our sample countries. For example, as of 1999, the database covers 640 and 213 small-cap firms, respectively, for the U.S. and the U.K., but covers only 12 and 6 small-cap firms, respectively, for Canada and Italy. Also, the database provides more comprehensive coverage in the 1990s than in the 1980s. For example, the information for closely held shares is available for all 10 countries in 1999, but is available for only one country (i.e., the U.S.) in 1980, and for two countries (i.e., the U.K. and the U.S.) in 1985. In general, Worldscope provides a more extensive coverage for large-than for small-cap stocks. Specifically, the database covers 2,050 (715) large-cap (small-cap) firms across our 10 sample countries, averaged over the 20-year sample period from 1980-1999. As Panel B of Table 8 shows, if the maximum portfolio weight for each small-cap fund falls below 20%, the constraint starts to affect the optimal portfolio allocation and the efficiency of the portfolio, but as long as the maximum portfolio weight is 5% or higher, investors can significantly benefit from the augmented diversification with small-cap funds. With the 5% portfolio weight constraint, the optimal international portfolio consists of investing 41.9% in small-cap funds and the remaining 58.1% in MSCI country indices. The Sharpe ratio of this constrained optimal international portfolio, 0.298, is significantly higher than that for the optimal international portfolio only comprising MSCI country indices at the 10% level.
Even if the weight constraint is more stringent than 5%, making the additional gains statistically insignificant, investors may still benefit from economically significant gains. For instance, at the 3% weight constraint for small-cap funds, investors optimally invest 26.5% in small-cap funds and 73.5% in MSCI country indices. As the last column in Panel B of Table 8 shows, the additional return, Δ(R US ), accruing to the constrained optimal portfolio with small-caps at the U.S.-equivalent risk level is 3.24%. This is more than twice the additional return, 1.36%, accruing to the optimal portfolio only comprising MSCI country indices at the same risk level, suggesting that the additional gains from the augmented diversification may be economically significant. Graph B of Figure 3 illustrates how the relative optimal portfolio weights for MSCI country indices versus smallcap funds change as the maximum weight constraint for small-cap funds changes. It is noted from the panel that country indices and small-cap funds receive about equal weights when the small-cap weight constraint is about 6%.
The constrained accessibility suggests that it would not be practical for large institutional investors to allocate a significant portion of their funds to small-cap stocks. Thus, it may be prudent for large investors to impose restrictions on the portfolio weights for small-cap stocks. By contrast, small, individual investors should be able to more fully benefit from holding small-cap stocks.
VI. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we evaluate the potential of small-cap stocks as a vehicle for international portfolio diversification. To that end, we first formed three market cap-based index funds (CBFs) from 10 major countries with well-developed, open capital markets and examined the risk-return characteristics of these funds. We found that small-cap funds have low correlations not only with large-cap funds but also with each other. In contrast, large-cap funds tend to have relatively high correlations with each other, reflecting common exposures to global factors. Consistent with this correlation structure, we found that small-cap funds cannot be spanned by country stock market indices that are dominated by large-cap stocks.
When we formed the optimal international portfolio using MSCI country indices and small-and mid-cap funds, only the U.S. country index and foreign small-cap funds received positive weights; neither any foreign country indices nor any mid-cap funds received positive weights in the optimal portfolio. When short sales are allowed, mid-cap funds tend to receive negative weights, allowing extra positive investments in small-cap funds and selective country indices. Over-all, our findings indicate that investors can reap significant additional gains from international diversification if they consider foreign small-cap stocks. In contrast, the gains from international diversification with country market indices were statistically insignificant during our sample period. Our findings are robust to the consideration of conditioning information and hold in both in-sample and out-ofsample periods. Moreover, our key findings remain robust to a realistic range of additional transaction costs and accessibility constraints for small-cap funds. It is important, however, to control investment costs to actually reap the additional benefits from diversifying with international small-cap stocks.
As previously noted, there are about 70 small-cap oriented international mutual funds in the U.S. Obviously, these funds should have been constructed and managed subject to various market imperfections existing in the real world, including additional investment costs and accessibility constraints. It is thus of considerable interest to learn about the performance of these funds. Currently, however, we know little about their performance. Although it is beyond the scope of the current paper, it would be useful to formally evaluate the performance of these funds to see if investors may reap benefits from small-cap diversification by holding these funds. 
Return Autocorrelations for Cap-Based Funds
Appendix C reports the first-order autocorrelation (γ) and Box-Pierce Q statistics for each cap-based fund over the period from January 1980 to December 1999, computed using monthly (Panel A), quarterly (Panel B), and annual (Panel C) returns. The superscripts **, *, and # denote the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively. A significant Box-Pierce Q statistic indicates that the null of zero autocorrelation is rejected. 
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